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Duna House  NOT RATED

  Duna House: 3Q23 – doubling down on Italy with the
Professione Casa acquisition

BBG Ticker DUNAHOUS HB

Market Cap (USD mil) 56.6 

Price 582 

 

Duna House (DH) has reported its 3Q23 results, which – as expected – showed a slight deceleration in
activity in the key Italian financial intermediation segment, due to seasonality and an overall continued
softening of the local loan market. The Polish operations are performing ahead of expectations this year, as
a function of a rebound in new mortgage origination, driven by the relaxation of the lending criteria and
subsidised loans for first-time buyers. Hungary is in line with expectations, so far. Duna House expects
earnings to reach the lower end of its guidance range. The full-year figures are due out at the end of
February 2024; this is also when the company should make a dividend announcement. The Forest Hill
residential project sales continue to generate cash inflows, and we may see the regular dividend boosted,
again, by the proceeds from the real estate segment. That said, DH continues to screen the market for
acquisition opportunities and, if a suitable target is found, the money may be reinvested into the business.
Even against the backdrop of the recent slowdown, the last major deal – the acquisition of HGroup in Italy –
was a very good step by management. We note that, recently, DH announced the purchase of a 10% stake in
Professione Casa, striking a long-term cooperation agreement with the Italian real estate and financial
brokerage.
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NEUTRAL

Guidance confirmed, at the lower end of the range

Management confirmed the full-year guidance, but expects, due to the slowdown in Italy, the earnings to come in a
touch ahead of the lower end of the guided range.
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Management expects to reach EBITDA of HUF 2.7-3.4bn this year (EUR 7-9m). At the “clean, core” net profit level,
Duna House expects to reach HUF 2.2-2.7bn (EUR 5.8-7.1m). We note that, in 2Q23, DH made a technical
adjustment, increasing the clean core by the amount of the amortisation of intangible assets connected with the
HGroup acquisition in Italy. There is no associated cash expense connected with the amortisation, so we see this
adjustment as reasonable.

We note that the guidance does not include the contribution from residential sales.

Professione Casa Deal

Management remains optimistic on Italy, and has closed a cooperation agreement with Professione Casa Group.
Duna House bought a 10% stake in the group, and its  Credipass and Medioinsurance subsidiaries will be the
exclusive loan brokerage and insurance providers for the clients of Professione Casa for 15 years. Duna House's
entire current  Italian real estate activity will be integrated into Professione Casa’s network. Additional  angles of
cooperation are being reviewed.

Duna House expects the deal to generate over EUR 2m in annual EBITDA in financial brokerage activities, and
expects to generate savings of around EUR 0.5m by 2024E, by closing its currently loss-making real estate activity.

HGroup will invest and pay a fixed fee totalling EUR 1.5m for the investment and the cooperation, in addition to a
variable fee, which will be paid conditional on the quantity and quality of leads generated by the cooperation. The
majority of the fixed fee will be paid in 2023E.

This year, Duna House seems to be en route to reaching EBITDA of around EUR 8m. An increase of EUR 2.5m in
the annual EBITDA would mark a very tangible boost for earnings.

Italy

The mortgage market has been on a steady decline for two years, with new origination volumes down 23% yoy in
2022, -22-24% in 1H23 and 19% lower yoy in 3Q23. During COVID-19, the market share of the intermediaries
increased from around 10% to c.20%; DH sees further room for growth, as the share of the banks in mortgage sales
remains materially above the level seen, e.g., in CEE.

Poland

There has been a robust pick-up in mortgage activity so far this year, first thanks to the relaxation of the lending
criteria, then on the back of the mortgage subsidies for first-time home-buyers. The subsidy for first-time home
buyers came into effect on 1 July; and, after the summer holidays, translated into some of the strongest monthly
volumes on record. In October, new mortgage volumes reached almost PLN 10bn. November was also very busy,
with almost 40k mortgage applications during that month alone.

In this context, PM Morawiecki's decision to increase the funding for the programme (announced on 1 December)
should be supportive – although the key will be the statement from the opposition, which won the elections in
October. During the election campaign, the opposition was vocally pro-subsidy; however, following the elections, it is
yet to communicate its views on the amount it intends to allocate to the housing subsidy (or other ways that it may
be looking to support the housing market).

Hungary

Following the very strong 1H22, which was boosted by the subsidised green mortgages, the high rates pushed the
market into a steep contraction, with new mortgage origination down 65% yoy in 1H23. In 3Q23, also due partly to
the lower base effect, the contraction slowed down to 41% yoy (but +11% qoq).

Forest Hill residential sales and dividend

The Forest Hill Budapest residential project handovers have also slowed down, relative to the first half of the year.
The company is continuing with its plan to dispose, gradually, of the standing apartments it owns in Budapest,
having sold two during the quarter.

Out of the 154 apartments, DH has sold 119 and 35 (23%) remain to be sold. The remaining apartments should
generate c.EUR 9.5m in net cash flows, DH estimates. Once completed, this would increase the cash balance from
the current EUR 18m to EUR 29m, . This could position DH well for yet another special dividendceteris paribus
payment. The company usually announces the dividend at the end of February, together with the 4Q earnings.

We note that the same land plot also has room for an additional residential development, with around 4.6k sqm of
sellable area. DH has labelled the phase II as MyCity Panorama. The group is considering selling the land plot
currently.

Gradual simplification of the equity story

While apartment sales have been an important driver of cash inflows lately for the group, we believe that the
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conclusion of the project and the simplification of the investment case may be perceived positively by the market.

Excluding the real estate investment segment, financial intermediation has generated over 90% of DH's EBITDA
over the LTM.

In December, DH announced that it has agreed to sell a 100% stake in Impact Fund Management. This will mark
the end of the fund management activities, which DH launched in 2015. Due to the low AUM, the fund has been
generating around a EUR 10k/month loss for the group. The transaction price has not been announced, but the exit
also marks a step towards simplification.

Net debt stable, at EUR 19m

Following the dividend payment in 2Q23, Duna House’s cash position fell from EUR 27m as of the year-end, to EUR
18m as of the end of 3Q23. The net debt is down marginally compared to the end of 2Q23, at EUR 19m.

Recently, Scope affirmed DH's rating at BB-/Stable (report  ).here

 

https://www.scoperatings.com/ratings-and-research/rating/EN/175702
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DISCLAIMER
Important Disclosures

This publication is issued by WOOD & Company Financial Services, a.s. (“WOOD&Co”) and/or one of its branches who are authorised and regulated by the Czech National Bank (CNB) as Home State regulator and in Poland
by the Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF), in Slovakia by the National Bank of Slovakia (NBS), in Italy by the Companies and Stock Exchange Commission (CONSOB), in Ireland by the Central Bank of Ireland
(CBI), in Romania by the Financial Supervisory Authority (ASF) and in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) as Host State regulators.

This investment research has been commissioned by Duna House and prepared by WOOD&Co. in consideration of a fee payable by Duna House. This investment research was prepared by WOOD&Co. independently as an
outsider’s view in accordance with applicable laws. The draft of any investment research commissioned by the subject company might be sent to the subject company before publication for factual check. In accordance with
WOOD&Co.’s policies: i) the factual check made by the subject company is limited to the verification of the factual accuracy of the investment research draft; and ii) the investment research draft sent for factual check to the
subject company cannot include a valuation, an investment summary, a recommendation or a price target, as the case may be.

This investment research was completed on 11/12//2023 at 12:45 CET and disseminated on 11/12//2023 at 13:15 CET. 

The meanings of the recommendations made in WOOD&Co’s investment research are as follows:

The stock is expected to generate total returns of over 15% during the next 12 months as measured by the price target.BUY: 
The stock is expected to generate total returns of 0-15% during the next 12 months as measured by the price target.HOLD: 

 The stock is expected to generate a negative total return during the next 12 months as measured by the price target.SELL:
: Financial forecasts, and/or a rating and/or a price target is restricted from disclosure owing to Compliance or other regulatory/legal considerations such as a blackout period or a conflict of interest.RESTRICTED

: Suspension of rating after 30 consecutive weekdays where the current price vis-à-vis the price target has been out of the range dictated by the current BUY/HOLD/SELL rating.NOT RATED
: Due to changes in the Research team, the disclosure of a stock’s rating and/or price target and/or financial information are temporarily suspended until further notice.UNDER REVIEW

As of the end of the last calendar quarter, the proportion of all WOOD&Co’s investment research vis-à-vis the proportion of subject companies that were investment banking clients over the previous 12 months is as follows:

 Any prices of financial instruments quoted in this investment research are taken as of the previous day’s market close on the home market unless otherwise stated.

Details of the methodologies used to determine WOOD&Co’s price targets and risk assessment related to the achievement of the targets are outlined throughout the most recent substantive report/note on the subject
company.

It should be assumed that the risks and valuation methodology presented in daily news or flash notes, and not changing WOOD&Co’s estimates or ratings, are as set out in the most recent substantive research report/note on
the subject company and can be found on our website at .https://research.wood.com

WOOD&Co.’s policy is to update investment research as it deems appropriate, based on developments in the subject company, sector or market that may have a material impact on the views or opinions stated in the
investment research.  

WOOD Research Disclosures (as of 11 December 2023)

https://research.wood.com/
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  Description
1 The company currently is, or in the past 12 months was, a client of WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates for the provision of corporate finance/investment banking services.
2 In the past 12 months, WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates have received compensation for corporate finance/investment banking services from the company.
3 In the past 12 months, WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates have been lead manager or co-lead manager of a publicly disclosed offer of the company’s financial instruments.
4 In the past 12 months, WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates have acted as broker to the company
5 WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates are market maker(s) or liquidity provider(s) in relation to financial instruments of the company.
6 In the past 12 months, WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates have provided to the company any services set out in Sections A and B or Annex I to the Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and of the

Council, other than services listed under points 1, 3, 4 or 5 above, or received compensation for such services from the company.
7 The authoring analyst or any individual involved in the preparation of this investment research have purchased/received shares in the company prior to a public offering of those shares; and the price at which they

were acquired along with the date of acquisition are disclosed above.
8 The authoring analyst or any individual involved in the preparation of this investment research has a direct ownership position in securities issued by the company.
9 A partner, director, officer, employee or agent of WOOD & Co and its affiliates, or a member of his/her household, is an officer, or director, or serves as an advisor or board member of the company.

10 WOOD & Co or its affiliates hold a net long or short position exceeding the threshold of 0,5% of the total issued share capital of the company, calculated in accordance with Article3 of Regulation (EU) No 236/2012
and with Chapters III and IV of Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 918/2012.

11 The company owns more than 5% of the total issued share capital in WOOD & Co or any of its affiliates.

The authoring analysts who are responsible for the preparation of this investment research have received (or will receive) compensation based upon (among other factors) the overall  profits of WOOD&Co, which includes
corporate finance/investment banking, sales and trading and principal trading revenues. However, such authoring analysts have not received, and will not receive, compensation that is directly based upon or linked to one or
more specific activities, or to recommendations contained in the investment research. One factor in equity research analyst compensation is arranging corporate access events/meetings between institutional clients and the
management teams of covered companies (with the company management being more likely to participate when the analyst has a positive view of the company).

WOOD&Co and its affiliates may have a corporate finance/investment banking or other relationship with the company that is the subject of this investment research and may trade in any of the designated investments
mentioned herein either for their own account or the accounts of their clients, in good faith or in the normal course of market making. Accordingly, WOOD&Co or their affiliates, principals or employees (other than the
authoring analyst(s) who prepared this investment research) may at any time have a long or short position in any such designated investments, related designated investments or in options, futures or other derivative
instruments based thereon.

WOOD&Co manages conflicts of interest arising as a result of preparation and publication of research through its use of internal databases, notifications by the relevant employees and Chinese Walls as monitored by
Compliance. For further details, please see our website at .https://www.wood.cz/mifid-information/  

The information contained in this investment research has been compiled by WOOD&Co from sources believed to be reliable, but (with the exception of the information about WOOD&Co) no representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made by WOOD&Co, its affiliates or any other person as to its fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness. WOOD&Co has not independently verified the facts, assumptions, and estimates
contained herein. All estimates, opinions and other information contained in this investment research constitute WOOD&Co’ judgement as of the date of this investment research, are subject to change without notice and are
provided in good faith but without legal responsibility or liability.

WOOD&Co salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and our proprietary trading desk that reflect opinions that are contrary to the
opinions expressed in this investment research. WOOD&Co’s affiliates, proprietary trading desk and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed
in this investment research.

This investment research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of an offer or invitation or solicitation to engage in investment activity or to buy or sell any designated investments
discussed herein in any jurisdiction. As a result, the designated investments discussed in this investment research may not be eligible for offer or sale in some jurisdictions. This investment research is not, and under no
circumstances should be construed as, a solicitation to act as a securities broker or dealer in any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on the business of a securities broker or dealer in
that jurisdiction.

This investment research is prepared for general circulation to WOOD&Co’s clients and does not have regard to the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. Investors should
consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision and obtain advice based on their own individual circumstances before making an investment decision. To the fullest extent permitted by law, none
of WOOD&Co, its affiliates or any other person accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from or in connection with the use of this investment research.

For United Kingdom or European Economic Area (EEA) Residents:

In the United Kingdom, this investment research is only for persons of a kind described in Article 19(5) (Investment Professionals) and 49(2) (High Net Worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc.) of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. In the EEA, this investment research is only for persons who are professional clients within the meaning of Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament
and of the Council of 15 May 2014 on markets in financial instruments and amending Directive 2002/92/EC and Directive 2011/61/EU. This investment research is not intended to be distributed or passed on, directly or
indirectly, to any other class of persons. Accordingly, this investment research must not be acted on or relied on by any other class of persons. This material is not for distribution in the United Kingdom or EEA to persons
regarded as retail clients in their home jurisdictions. 

For United States Residents:

This investment research distributed in the United States by WOOD&Co, and in certain instances by Brasil Plural Securities LLC (“Brasil Plural”), a U.S. registered broker dealer, only to “major U.S. institutional investors”, as
defined under Rule 15a-6 promulgated under the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and as interpreted by the staff of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”). This investment research is not
intended for use by any person or entity that is not a major U.S. institutional investor. If you have received a copy of this research and are not a major U.S. institutional investor, you are instructed not to read, rely on or
reproduce the contents hereof, and to destroy this research or return it to WOOD&Co or to Brasil Plural. Analyst(s) preparing this report are employees of WOOD&Co who are resident outside the United States and are not
associated persons or employees of any U.S. registered broker-dealer. Therefore the analyst(s) are not be subject to Rule 2711 of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) or to Regulation AC adopted by SEC
which, among other things, restrict communications with a subject company, public appearances and personal trading in securities by a research analyst. Any major U.S. Institutional investor wishing to effect transactions in
any securities referred to herein or options thereon should do so by contacting a representative of Brasil Plural. Brasil Plural is a broker-dealer registered with the SEC and a member of FINRA and the Securities Investor
Protection Corporation. Its address is 545 Madison Avenue, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10022 and its telephone number is 212-388-5613. WOOD&Co is not affiliated with Brasil Plural or any other U.S. registered broker-dealer.

The views and sentiments expressed in this investment research and any findings thereof accurately reflect the analyst’s truthful views about the subject securities and or issuers discussed herein.
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